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Instructional Focus: Long Vowels CVCe Combined, Week 2 

 

Story Number: 1 

 

 

The Dune in June 

In June, Mike and Shane drove to the dune.  They had a tube 

and a bike.  After they rode their tube they went for a bike ride.  

They rode their bikes to the top of the hill to see the tide rise.  When 

they were done with their bikes they hiked back to the dune.  Shane 

ate grapes on the hike.  When they got to the dune Shane and Mike 

saw a whale. Mike and Shane had a good time at the dune in June. 
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At the Dune 

Shane and Mike are on the sand.  Jane comes by with her kite.  

They take turns with the kite.  It glides in the sky as they run over the 

sand.   

Mike was running with the kite and did not see the hill in the 

sand.  The slope of the hill made Mike fall.  This made the kite dive in 

the lake.  Jane was sad so Shane and Mike hiked down the sand to 

get the kite.  They hiked and hiked but were just about out of time.  

They need to get the kite before it is time to be home.  When the 

tide came in, the kite washed up to the sand.  Jane had her kite 

back and Shane, Jane, and Mike went home. 
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Mike’s Sage Cake 

Mike bakes a sage cake.  Mike hopes it will rise at a fast rate.  

He knows Duke, his first prize mule, needs to eat.  Duke has not had 

a sage cake.  Mike hopes Duke the mule likes the cake.  He loves his 

cute mule very much. 

Ding!  The cake is done.  Mike gets the cake and takes it to the 

mule pin.  Duke pokes his nose in the cake and takes a taste.  He 

likes it so much he goes nuts.  Duke lets out a belch.  How rude!  

Duke kicks and jumps with bliss.  He lands on Mike’s leg.  Ouch!  Mike 

goes pale.  Mike goes home to put a cold rag on his leg.   

 


